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Drive the 2011 Subaru Outback and you’ll discover this difference right away. Of course, the Outback 

is infused with superior all-road and all-weather capability, but it also boasts a surprising level of 

handling prowess, particularly for a vehicle with so much utility. Not only that, the interior is pleasantly 

refined and incredibly versatile. When you combine these characteristics with its rugged good 

looks and class-leading safety systems, the Outback suddenly becomes — you guessed it — a next-

generation utility vehicle with a real difference. The open road beckons and the Outback inspires  

you to get out more in total confidence.

Always
up for your life's adventures.

Always a Subaru.

The difference in driving a Subaru is the confidence you feel. A deep sense of contentment that comes 

from a consistent balance of exciting performance, ingenious design and reassuring safety rarely found in 

such harmony. It starts with our exclusive engineering — Subaru symmetrical full-time All-Wheel Drive for 

greater control and the SUBARU BOXER engine for greater balance. And it extends to every component 

of your vehicle to create a thoroughly incredible driving experience that simply cannot be ignored.

2.5i Convenience

2010 CANADIAN  
UTILITY VEHICLE  
OF THE YEAR

BEST NEW SUV/CUV  
(UNDER $35,000)
2010 CANADIAN CAR OF THE YEAR AWARDS
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Always ready to get out more.

Always versatile and accommodating along the way.

Always working to bring you back safely.

a Subaru Outback.

3.6R Limited Package
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Always
open to anything, anytime.

Anywhere you want to go, the Subaru Outback is ready. 

Its thoughtful design means you don't have to think 

about limitations. Only possibilities.
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SPACE TO BE SPONTANEOUS
Inside the Outback, space is intelligently distributed so that you  

can change the seating and storage configuration in an instant.  

When the need arises, the 60/40-split flat-folding rear seats allow  

you to easily haul larger items.

MAKING ROOM, MADE EASY
When you need to create some space, handy levers on the seat back 

make folding down the rear seats simple and easy. This ultra-versatile 

cargo area also features an under-floor storage compartment, 

various tie-down hooks and a 12-volt power outlet.

VERSATILITY WITH SECURITY
The Outback’s retractable cargo 

cover helps to keep luggage out of 

view and away from sunlight. With 

lightweight yet sturdy aluminum 

construction, the cover is easy to 

remove and can be stored under the 

deck to make way for larger items.

STORAGE WITH FLEXIBILITY
Thoughtful design and engineering are evident throughout the spacious 

cabin. A roomy centre console includes a 12-volt power outlet and a 

dual-layer compartment. Also standard are four cup holders (two in the 

centre console and two in the rear seat armrest), a large locking glove 

box, multiple storage areas, and generous front- and rear-door pockets,  

each with their own bottle holder.

Plenty of room. Don't forget your imagination.
The Subaru Outback is ready and able to complement your life. The clever design of its spacious cabin offers 
more than enough room for family, friends and free thinking. And its compact double-wishbone rear suspension 
allows for an expansive cargo area, so the Outback handles bulky loads and curvy roads with equal skill.

READY-TO-GO ROOF RACK
The Outback comes standard with 

an easily accessible roof rack system 

complete with built-in crossbars. The 

crossbars swing out for effortless 

loading and retract into the side 

rails when not needed to reduce 

aerodynamic drag and wind noise.
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IN-DASH NAVIGATION SYSTEM
This GPS DVD-based navigation system allows you the convenience to get where 

you’re going with simple, step-by-step instructions. The voice-recognition feature 

lets you operate the system in a normal speaking voice in either English, French or 

Spanish. Its built-in 8-inch high-resolution VGA touchscreen also features a large 

display located on the centre stack for easy viewing.

Available with Multimedia Option only.

IN-DASH MONITOR / REAR-VIEW CAMERA / DVD ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 
The multi-purpose VGA screen does more than just display navigation instructions. 

It also features a calculator and calendar for added convenience and can display a 

live, full-colour image along with guide lines when driving in reverse via the rear-view 

camera. When the vehicle is in park, you can also relax and watch your favourite  

DVDs — it’s like a drive-in movie without having to leave your driveway!

Available with Multimedia Option only.

BLUETOOTH® HANDS-FREE CALLING
Standard on all models, Bluetooth technology allows you to make hands-free calls 

using your Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. The voice-activated blueconnect® 

system can be paired with multiple phones, store multiple numbers and function in 

English, French and Spanish. The Bluetooth system standard with the Multimedia 

Option offers all of the above features plus even more communication options. 

Incoming calls are displayed on the navigation touchscreen and you can answer or 

make calls through the touchscreen, voice commands or steering wheel controls.

Control. Right where you want it.  
   Right when you need it.
Sure, the Outback can take you on far-reaching adventures, but its refined cockpit makes you feel 
right at home and puts all the controls right where you need them.
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HARMAN KARDON® SPEAKERS
The available 9-speaker, 440-watt Harman Kardon speaker system is designed to take 

your listening pleasure to new heights. Door speakers feature exclusive Metal Matrix 

Diaphragm construction and powerful neodymium magnets for tight mid-range and 

far-reaching treble with minimal distortion. A 200-mm subwoofer provides rich, full 

bass, while an 8-channel amplifier ensures crystal clear sound overall.

2.5i Limited Package and 3.6R Limited Package.

SIRIUS® SATELLITE RADIO
Most Subaru Outback models come standard with SIRIUS Satellite Radio and a free 

3-month trial subscription to this fantastic service. With over 100 satellite radio 

channels on the dial, you’re certain to find exactly what you’re looking for — everything 

from music to news, sports and talk radio.

2.5i Sport Package, 2.5i Limited Package and 3.6R models.   
Accessory and subscription required for 2.5i Convenience model.

AUXILIARY AUDIO INPUT AND MEDIAHUB
Just plug your portable music player into the standard auxiliary audio input and 

your playlist is given its proper respect — cascading through the sound system. An 

available MediaHub* with USB input allows MP3s to be played off a USB key and 

enhances iPod® integration even further. It lets you recharge your iPod and select 

your music through the vehicle audio controls, while models with the Multimedia 

Option also enjoy Bluetooth® streaming audio for cordless connectivity. Lastly, the 

in-dash CD player is MP3/WMA compatible as well, giving you another way to share 

your music with the world.

*2.5i Sport Package, 2.5i Limited Package and 3.6R models. 

Reward your senses to the fullest.
Whatever your taste in music, wherever your sense of adventure leads and however you feel like driving, the 
Outback indulges you in distinguished comfort and with a distinct sense of well-being. The well-appointed 
interior displays an attention to detail that is unexpected in a utility vehicle — for example, in the structure of 
the seats and the quality of materials used — while the cabin offers plenty of headroom and legroom for five 
passengers. The Subaru Outback is all about your life, made more comfortable.
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Thoughtfully equipped, 
                    inside and out.

Overhead Storage Console

Among the many storage areas is this overhead console 
with room to keep sunglasses within easy reach.

17-inch Aluminum Alloy Wheels

The standard 6-spoke 17-inch aluminum alloy wheels  
are sleek for improved appearance and lightweight for 
better handling.

Power Driver’s Seat

The Outback driver benefits from the perfect driving 
position via a standard 10-way power-adjustable seat 
featuring lumbar support. The Limited Package includes a 
4-way power seat for the front-seat passenger.

Heated Front Seats

Standard heated front seats offer two settings for rapid 
heating or soothing warmth.

Electronic Parking Brake

The push-button parking brake is easier to operate than 
a pedal or lever and frees up space in the footwell and 
centre console.

Power Glass Sunroof 
(2.5i Sport Package, 2.5i Limited Package and 3.6R models)

The available sunroof with sunshade delivers  
a wide panoramic view and fresh breezes for front and 
rear passengers.

Fog Lights

Multi-reflector halogen fog lights emit a wide, flat  
beam that reflects less glare in fog for added visibility 
and safety.

Illuminated Vanity Mirrors

Illuminated vanity mirrors for both the driver and  
front-seat passenger bring added convenience to  
the interior cabin.

4-way Steering Column

To help set your optimal driving position, the adjustable 
steering wheel tilts up/down and telescopes in/out.

Dual-zone Automatic Climate Control 
(2.5i Limited Package and 3.6R Limited Package) 

Dual-zone automatic climate control ensures that the driver 
and front-seat passenger are always riding in comfort. 
Features include a digital display, synchronization mode 
and one-touch defrost mode for the windshield.

Auto ON/OFF Headlights

A light sensor triggers the headlights automatically at 
dusk or any time that daylight is restricted. When you 
remove the keys from the ignition, the headlights will  
also automatically turn off.

Front Bumper Underguard 
(2.5i Sport Package)

This dual-purpose feature gives the Outback a more 
rugged look and helps keep the lower bumper area  
dent- and scratch-free when confronted with brush or 
other road hazards.

Windshield Wiper De-icer 
(2.5i Sport Package, 2.5i Limited Package and 3.6R models)

Electric heating elements warm the area of the windshield 
where the wipers rest to keep them free from ice and frost. 

Rear Roofline Spoiler

Aerodynamic and stylish, the standard rear roofline 
spoiler gives the Outback a sporty profile.

High-level Information Display

A convenient digital readout that sits atop the dashboard 
delivers the time, ambient temperature, distance to empty, 
current fuel consumption and average fuel consumption.

Power-adjustable Door Mirrors

Generous door mirrors are aerodynamically sculpted 
for reduced wind noise, heated to defog or melt away 
frost, power-adjustable to create superior visibility and 
foldable to better fit narrow spaces.
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Always
outperforming your expectations.

Wherever you set your sights, your Subaru Outback can take  

you there. Along the way, its unique capability and nimble 

handling reminds you that the drive can be as enjoyable as  

the destination.
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Stay connected.
Subaru symmetrical full-time All-Wheel Drive

Symmetry gives you balance. Balance gives you control. This is why Subaru has spent 

nearly 40 years developing and perfecting the Subaru symmetrical full-time AWD system. 

Enhanced by the SUBARU BOXER engine for an almost perfectly symmetrical layout, it 

maximizes power delivery with exceptional traction and generates balance and stability 

for better control in all conditions. More control inspires more confidence behind the 

wheel and a more gratifying driving experience overall.

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Exceptional traction, courtesy of Subaru symmetrical full-time AWD, makes acceleration feel 

immediate and exhilarating. Combined with its symmetrical drivetrain layout, the Outback is able to 

deliver responsive handling, stability in the corners and a unique feeling of control at all times.

CONSTANT CONTACT
The more your tires are engaged with the road, the more control you have. This is why power is routed 

to all four wheels while the vehicle is in motion, so the AWD system doesn’t have to react to potential 

hazards like puddles, bumps or potholes in the road. Instead, the system is able to keep the tires 

connected to the road as closely as possible at all times.

AGILITY IN AN EMERGENCY
In poor weather, or in the precious seconds it takes to react to a sudden situation, the Subaru 

symmetrical full-time AWD system — which is almost perfectly balanced side-to-side — provides  

the stability, agility and traction that help you steer away from danger.

2.5i Sport Package D
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Stay balanced.
SUBARU BOXER engine

Few other vehicles drive with the self-assured stance of the Outback, so it’s little surprise 

that this result has been achieved by an innovative design that gives it a clear edge over 

the competition. The horizontally opposed configuration of the SUBARU BOXER engine 

places the pistons 180 degrees apart for a lower, flatter profile than other engine types. 

This gives the engine, and therefore the overall vehicle, a lower centre of gravity and 

better sense of balance. Furthermore, the pistons’ opposing movements inherently 

counteract each other, naturally helping to reduce vibration and boost driving comfort.

INCREASED STABILITY
Because the engine block has a flatter profile and sits lower in the chassis, the vehicle is more 

balanced and resistant to side-to-side motion than other engine configurations.

SMOOTH POWER
At any rpm level, the engine delivers immediate, responsive power that comes on smooth. This 

occurs because the pistons lay flat and work against each other to reduce vibration, making the ride 

as easy and comfortable as it is exciting.

LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE
The engine’s flat design is inherently rigid and self-balancing, generating less vibration than V-type 

and most in-line engines for exceptional durability and reliable performance.

2.5i Convenience with PZEV Option
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Opposing forces.  
 Powerfully united.
THE DIFFERENCE:
The horizontally opposed design of the SUBARU BOXER engine fires with a 
powerful punch-counterpunch action. 

THE ADVANTAGE: 
It’s naturally balanced for exceptional smoothness, inherently rigid  
for greater strength and has a lower profile for better handling.

3.6-LITRE DOHC
SUBARU BOXER
HORSEPOWER: 256 HP @ 6000 RPM 

TORQUE: 247 LB-FT @ 4400 RPM 

FUEL ECONOMY (L/100 KM): CITY 11.8 / HWY 8.2 (5EAT) 

The largest and most refined engine ever offered in the Outback delivers  

smooth power, quiet operation, low emissions and commendable efficiency. Light, 

compact and perfectly balanced by design, the 6-cylinder DOHC SUBARU BOXER 

engine also features the Dual Active Valve Control System for impressive torque. 

Lower friction and increased rigidity further reduce noise, vibration,  

fuel consumption and emissions.

2.5-LITRE SOHC
SUBARU BOXER
HORSEPOWER: 170 HP @ 5600 RPM 

TORQUE: 170 LB-FT @ 4000 RPM 

FUEL ECONOMY (L/100 KM): 

CITY 10.6 / HWY 7.4 (6MT)  

CITY 9.5 / HWY 6.9 (CVT)

Naturally smooth and strong, the Outback’s SOHC SUBARU 

BOXER engine also delivers excellent fuel economy, 

something that few AWD vehicles in its class can match.  

Its smart design makes it more responsive around town, 

more satisfying on the highway and cleaner-running on 

virtually any road. 

+PZEV EQUIPMENT
For even greater eco-friendliness, the SOHC SUBARU BOXER engine in the Outback  

2.5i Convenience model can be combined with PZEV equipment to reduce smog-forming 

emissions to near zero without any adverse effect on performance. This technology 

allows it to meet California's Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle (SULEV) tailpipe standard 

and achieve zero evaporative emissions to become one of the cleanest gas-powered 

vehicles on the road today. The Outback 2.5i Convenience model with PZEV equipment is 

also SmartWay® certified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, signifying that it 

achieves strict, predetermined levels for fuel economy and tailpipe emissions.
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Confidence in every gear.
THE DIFFERENCE: 
The Outback offers a choice of transmissions, each one mated to 
its own variation of Subaru symmetrical full-time AWD to optimize 
traction and power delivery.

THE ADVANTAGE: 
Choice means you are always in control, so you can select the  
system that best suits your driving needs.

LINEARTRONIC® CVT + MULTI-PLATE TRANSFER CLUTCH AWD
For instant, seamless response to changing conditions, Outback 2.5i models are available 

with Lineartronic CVT, a Continuously Variable Transmission that uses a chain instead of 

a belt — allowing a greater span of overall ratios for significantly improved performance 

and efficiency as well as faster response to your throttle input. It’s mated to a multi-plate 

transfer clutch AWD system that responds to traction conditions, the transmission and 

driver input by continuously controlling the torque distribution front to rear. This AWD 

system maintains a 60/40 torque split (front/rear) for more predictable handling and 

automatically adjusts up to a 50/50 split under hard acceleration or when conditions 

warrant. Paddle shifters also provide a 6-step manual mode for quick response on demand.

5-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION + VARIABLE TORQUE DISTRIBUTION AWD
Outback 3.6R models come equipped with a Variable Torque Distribution (VTD) AWD 

system paired with a refined 5-speed electronic direct control automatic transmission 

with Manual Mode. Using an electro-mechanical centre differential with the advanced 

capabilities of a planetary gear set, VTD maintains a sporty 45/55 (front/rear) torque 

distribution and moves towards a 50/50 torque split in slippery conditions or under hard 

acceleration. This electronically controlled 5-speed transmission also features driver-

adaptive shifting, blipping control for sportier downshifts and Manual Mode for manual 

gear selection via paddle shifters.

6-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION 

+ VISCOUS-COUPLING LIMITED-SLIP CENTRE DIFFERENTIAL AWD
For maximum control and sporty satisfaction, a slick-shifting 6-speed manual transmission 

is standard on the Outback 2.5i Convenience and 2.5i Sport Package. This transmission 

is linked to an AWD system that utilizes a viscous-coupling limited-slip centre differential 

and maintains a 50/50 torque split (front/rear) for heightened response under all 

conditions. The 6-speed also offers smooth, precise shifting in a compact and lightweight 

design to further boost the vehicle’s go-anywhere nature while providing excellent fuel 

efficiency overall.

PADDLE SHIFTERS
Whether equipped with the innovative Lineartronic CVT  

or 5-speed automatic, both transmissions offer the 

sporty option of manual-style control via paddle shifters 

mounted behind the steering wheel.

CRUISE CONTROL
Standard on all models, the electronic cruise control 

allows the driver to maintain a preset speed on the open 

road. For added convenience and increased safety, the 

system controls are located on the steering wheel.

Lineartronic CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission)
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Higher level of thinking.  
 Higher level of capability.
THE DIFFERENCE:
Every aspect of a vehicle’s design affects the way it drives. And the way each part interacts with every other part can change the way it responds to the 
input you provide. That's why we look at the vehicle as a whole and craft each component of the Outback to work in harmony with one goal in mind: 
perfect handling.

THE ADVANTAGE:
With each part — both big and small — working in concert with the rest, the Outback achieves its unique balance between sharp response and a smooth 
ride, giving you confidence in all conditions and satisfaction at every turn.

FRONT SUSPENSION 
Working in harmony with Subaru DC3, the Outback’s strut-

type front suspension features the highly rigid Cradle Mount 

System, a wide track, long wheel travel and 220 mm of ground 

clearance. Together, they deliver flatter cornering as well as a 

quieter, more comfortable ride over a variety of road surfaces.

REAR SUSPENSION
Expertly balancing sporty handling with refinement, the 

Outback’s double-wishbone rear suspension is the perfect 

complement to Subaru DC3, handling rough roads and 

sharp corners with poise and precision. To minimize noise 

and vibration in the cabin, all suspension links and the rear 

differential are rubber-isolated from their rigid subframe, which 

is further insulated from the body by larger rubber mounts. 

GREATER STABILITY AND COMFORT
The Outback elevates the inherent advantages of its signature 

Subaru layout — balance, composure and response — with 

Subaru DC3. The body uses more high-tensile steel in critical 

areas to achieve high strength with flexibility. As a result, 

handling is made even more surefooted and stable, while the 

ride is more comfortable overall.

SMOOTHER, QUIETER RIDE
A highly rigid Cradle Mount front-end structure delivers an 

accurate, natural steering feel while allowing the engine and 

suspension to be effectively isolated from the cabin for a 

smoother, quieter ride. 

3.6R

SUBARU DYNAMIC CHASSIS CONTROL CONCEPT
Innovative Subaru engineering balances handling precision, occupant protection and driving passion. The Subaru Dynamic Chassis Control 

Concept (DC3) complements the benefits of a lower centre of gravity and AWD stability by enhancing virtually every aspect of the Outback’s 

performance. The result is everything that makes driving a pleasure: confidence with comfort, sportiness with safety, and elegance with  

efficiency — all in perfect balance.
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Always
a comforting trip home.

Whether you've been on an off-road journey or simply a daily 

commute, your drive ends with the reassurance that your Subaru 

Outback is designed to constantly look out for your security and 

guide you home safely.
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In full command of your safety.
THE DIFFERENCE:
The Outback's all-wheel-drive agility and active safety systems provide excellent evasive capabilities.

THE ADVANTAGE:
The best way to survive a collision is to avoid one, so every Subaru vehicle equips drivers with the best tools available  
to steer clear of danger.

*Lineartronic® CVT and 5EAT models only.  
†The Subaru Vehicle Dynamics Control system may also be known as Electronic Stability Control.

Ideal cornering

Understeer
Oversteer

VEHICLE DYNAMICS CONTROL SYSTEM
Standard on every Outback, the Vehicle Dynamics 

Control† system monitors and analyzes if the vehicle 

is following the driver’s intended course via an array 

of sensors. If the vehicle approaches the limits of 

stability, the AWD torque distribution*, engine output 

and brakes at each wheel are adjusted automatically 

to assist in keeping the vehicle on course.

BRAKING SYSTEM
The standard 4-wheel disc brakes feature lightweight aluminum rear calipers and a 

strong, reassuring brake feel. The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) includes Electronic 

Brake-force Distribution to automatically adjust front/rear braking pressure when 

vehicle load changes. Brake Assist provides greater force in sudden panic situations 

and the driver-selectable Hill Holder system helps prevent rollback when starting off 

on a 5% or steeper incline by applying the electronic parking brake and automatically 

releasing it once you're underway.

ACTIVE SAFETY, TO AVOID A COLLISION
At Subaru, our goal is to inspire confidence and peace of mind on every road. This means building safe vehicles that allow you to get 

out more and travel free of worry. In fact, many of the same features that make the Outback so satisfying to drive also contribute to 

its dedication to safety. The stable, responsive handling of Subaru symmetrical full-time AWD assures control in virtually any weather 

condition. And the SUBARU BOXER engine enhances this security thanks to a lower centre of gravity, creating an even closer connection 

to the road. Standard Vehicle Dynamics Control and generously sized brakes endow it with athletic reflexes, while the Cradle Mount 

System improves suspension performance and steering precision to equip the driver with excellent evasive ability. All these measures 

support Subaru's belief that the best way to survive a collision is not to have one in the first place.
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RING-SHAPED REINFORCEMENT FRAME
The advanced ring-shaped reinforcement 

frame strengthens the passenger cabin 

from the roof to the doors, pillars and 

floor. This design helps to dissipate  

impact energy and divert it away from 

occupants in a collision. The front 

crumple zone is integral to the frame, 

while the cradle mounting for the 

SUBARU BOXER engine is designed to 

help keep these components farther 

from the passenger compartment in a 

front impact.

PASSIVE SAFETY, TO LESSEN THE CHANCE OF INJURY IN A COLLISION
At Subaru, there is never an end to the pursuit of safety. We set high standards, 

constantly enhancing features while earning acclaim along the way. But even with the 

most advanced active safety systems, sometimes an accident is simply inevitable. 

That's why the Outback is designed to protect its occupants with a series of advanced 

systems and features, balancing rigid strength with controlled deformation in key 

areas to better manage impact forces. For example, the Cradle Mount System that 

houses its engine effectively lengthens the front crumple zone. Each side door 

includes two side-impact protection beams. And a comprehensive suite of airbags, 

whiplash-reducing front seats, collapsible pedals and 3-point seatbelts are all 

designed to help protect occupants even further. It’s a core value of the Subaru 

philosophy that peace of mind is the first step in providing true driving enjoyment.

SEATS, SEATBELTS AND AIRBAGS
Standard on the Outback are front, 

front-side and side curtain airbags with 

rollover sensors. Height-adjustable 

front seatbelts feature pretensioners to 

hold passengers firmly in place, and load 

limiters ease peak forces to the chest. 

In a rear collision, specially designed front seats utilize rigid frames, firm headrests 

and such details as energy-absorbing mounting of the inner seat springs, all to help 

reduce the chance of whiplash.

PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION
The Outback was also designed with the objective of providing a high level of 

pedestrian protection. Shock-absorbing space between the hood and engine helps to 

reduce pedestrian injury in an accident, as do an energy-absorbing front bumper and 

a specially designed area around the windshield wipers.

Completely prepared, just in case.
THE DIFFERENCE: 
If a crash is unavoidable, the Outback’s smart construction and advanced technologies are fully prepared to protect 
you during impact.

THE ADVANTAGE:
A reputation for superior safety gives you the peace of mind to know you’re in capable hands.

2010 model year ratings.1Ratings of “Good” are the highest rating awarded for 40-mph frontal offset, 31-mph side-impact and 20-mph rear-impact crash tests conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) (www.iihs.org). A “Good” rating 
obtained in all three crash tests plus a “Good” rating in new roof strength testing and the availability of Electronic Stability Control (ESC) (Vehicle Dynamics Control) achieves a 2010 Top Safety Pick. 2U.S. Government star crash-test ratings are part of the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA’s) New Car Assessment Program (www.safercar.gov). A five-star crash-test rating is the highest government rating for a) Driver and right front seating positions in frontal crash tests and b) Front and  
rear seating positions in side-impact crash tests.

2
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LINEUP

Exterior colours available: Caramel Bronze Pearl (shown), Crystal Black Silica, Cypress Green Pearl, Graphite Grey Metallic, Ruby Red Pearl, 
Satin White Pearl, Sky Blue Metallic, Steel Silver Metallic. Interior colour: Black or Ivory (shown) dependent on exterior colour.

Exterior colours available: Caramel Bronze Pearl, Crystal Black Silica, Cypress Green Pearl, Graphite Grey Metallic, Ruby Red Pearl (shown), 
Satin White Pearl, Sky Blue Metallic, Steel Silver Metallic. Interior colour: Black (shown) or Ivory dependent on exterior colour.

Fuel economy: 6MT (L/100 km): City 10.6 / Hwy 7.4    Lineartronic CVT (L/100 km): City 9.5 / Hwy 6.9 Fuel economy: 5EAT (L/100 km): City 11.8 / Hwy 8.2

OUTBACK 2.5i CONVENIENCE OUTBACK 3.6R
Selected standard features: 
Horizontally opposed, 4-cylinder, 2.5L SUBARU BOXER engine with  
i-Active Valve Lift System

170 horsepower and 170 lb-ft of torque

6-speed Manual Transmission (6MT) or optional Lineartronic® CVT  
(Continuously Variable Transmission) with paddle shifters

Subaru symmetrical full-time All-Wheel Drive

Vehicle Dynamics Control system and Traction Control System

Anti-lock Braking System with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD),  
Brake Assist, electronic parking brake and driver-selectable  
Hill Holder system

Driver and front passenger front and side-impact airbags;  
side curtain airbags with rollover sensor

17-inch aluminum alloy wheels; splash guards 

Multi-reflector halogen fog lights

Roof rails with integrated swing-in-place crossbars

AM/FM/CD/MP3/WMA audio system with 4 speakers, auxiliary audio  
input and steering wheel-integrated controls

Voice-activated blueconnect® Bluetooth® hands-free system

Air conditioning with air filtration

Tilt-adjustable, telescopic steering wheel with integrated cruise control

Heated front seats; 10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat

60/40-split, flat-folding and reclining rear seats

Premium cloth upholstery

Selected standard features:  
Horizontally opposed, 6-cylinder, 3.6L  SUBARU BOXER engine with 
Dual Active Valve Control System

256 horsepower and 247 lb-ft of torque

5-speed Electronic Direct Control Automatic Transmission with  
Manual Mode (5EAT), blipping control and paddle shifters

17-inch aluminum alloy wheels; splash guards 

Windshield wiper de-icer

Power tilting and sliding glass sunroof

Twin muffler exhaust 

AM/FM/CD/MP3/WMA audio system with 4 speakers, auxiliary audio  
input and steering wheel-integrated controls 

SIRIUS Satellite Radio installed  
(free 3-month trial subscription included)

Voice-activated blueconnect Bluetooth hands-free system

MediaHub for iPod/USB audio integration

Auto-dimming rearview mirror with compass

Heated front seats; 10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat

Power windows with illuminated switches (driver’s auto up/down) 

Leather-wrapped steering wheel

Cargo area tray

Premium cloth upholstery

PZEV OPTION
Available on Outback 2.5i Convenience  
(Lineartronic CVT only) 

PZEV emissions equipment

PZEV rear badge

PZEV embroidered floor mats

LIMITED PACKAGE
Available on Outback 2.5i Convenience  
(Lineartronic CVT only) and 3.6R (5EAT)

Power tilting and sliding glass sunroof*

Windshield wiper de-icer*

SIRIUS Satellite Radio installed (free 3-month trial  
subscription included)*

MediaHub for iPod/USB audio integration*

Auto-dimming rearview mirror with compass*

Power windows with illuminated switches (driver’s auto up/down)* 

Leather-wrapped steering wheel*

Premium AM/FM/6CD/MP3/WMA audio system 

440-watt Harman Kardon® amplifier

9-speaker Harman Kardon system including subwoofer

Automatic dual-zone climate control

4-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

Woodgrain interior trim

Brushed aluminum front door sills

Cargo area tray* 

Perforated leather seating surfaces 

SPORT PACKAGE
Available on Outback 2.5i Convenience

Front bumper underguard

Power tilting and sliding glass sunroof

Windshield wiper de-icer

SIRIUS® Satellite Radio installed  
(free 3-month trial subscription included)

MediaHub for iPod®/USB audio integration

Auto-dimming rearview mirror with compass

 
 

Power windows with illuminated switches (driver’s auto up/down)

Leather-wrapped gear selector (6MT) and steering wheel

Cargo area tray

      MULTIMEDIA OPTION  
      Available with Limited Package

AM/FM/CD/MP3/WMA audio system with Bluetooth  
streaming audio

Voice-activated Bluetooth hands-free system 

Rear-view camera 

DVD playback

Voice-activated GPS DVD-based navigation system

Monitor system featuring a colour touchscreen with calculator 
and calendar

See 2011 Subaru Outback specification insert for full details and colour samples. 
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ACCESSORIES

Outback 3.6R shown with: Rear bumper step pad, wheel arch moulding, front underguard, hood deflector and sunroof deflector.

Cargo organizer

Roof-mounted bike carrier

Cargo area nets — Seatback, 
side and rear 
(each sold separately)

Ski/snowboard carrier

Compartment divider and 
cargo area tray  
(each sold separately)

Remote engine starter kit  
(AT only)

Sunroof deflector

Trailer hitch and chrome ball 
(each sold separately)

Every Outback comes loaded with standard 

features, but a host of Genuine Subaru accessories 

are designed to bring even greater convenience, 

functionality and comfort to the picture. These 

accessories are designed to the same high 

standards as all Subaru vehicles, so they fit and 

function perfectly. 

• Bike carrier (trailer hitch or roof-mounted) 
• Bumper corner moulding
• Car cover 
• Cargo area nets (rear, side, seatback)
• Cargo area tray
• Cargo organizer
• Cargo roof box (several styles and sizes)
• Compartment divider
• Hood deflector
• Interior illumination kit (blue)
• Kayak stacker
• MediaHub for iPod®/USB audio integration  
   (also available with Bluetooth® streaming audio)
• Puddle lights
• Rear bumper step pad
• Rearview mirror — auto-dimming with compass  
   and HomeLink®
• Remote engine starter (for AT only)
• Rubber floor mats
• Satellite radio (SIRIUS®)
• Security system upgrade (shock sensor)
• Shift knobs — Duracon or STI-branded
• Sill plates (illuminated)
• Ski/snowboard carrier
• Side window deflectors
• Short-throw shifter (MT)
• Subwoofer/amplifier 
• Sunroof deflector
• Trailer hitch
• Tweeter kit
• Underguard (front only)
• Wheel arch moulding
• Winter wheels

For more accessory options, visit subaru.ca or  
your local Subaru dealer.

Subaru Warranties
Every Subaru vehicle is designed and built to offer our customers the highest possible level 
of quality and reliability. We are proud of our vehicles and proud to stand behind them with 
a comprehensive warranty. For 2011 model year vehicles, the warranty on all Subaru vehicles 
consists of the following:

New Vehicle Limited Warranty (36 month/60,000 km) — Covers basic and major components 
for 36 months or 60,000 km.

Major Component Limited Warranty (60 month/100,000 km) — Extends coverage of major 
components (more than just powertrain) up to 60 months or 100,000 km.

Surface Corrosion Limited Warranty (36 month/60,000 km) — Covers surface corrosion to 
visible painted body panels for 36 months or 60,000 km.

Anti-Perforation Limited Warranty (60 month/unlimited km) — Covers perforation due to 
corrosion to body sheet metal panels for 60 months, regardless of kilometres.

Emission Control System Limited Warranty — Covers the majority of emissions components 
for 36 months or 60,000 km and the major parts of the emission control system for  
96 months or 130,000 km.

Parts and Accessories Limited Warranty — Covers Subaru parts and accessories installed by 
the dealer prior to retail delivery of the vehicle for 36 months or 60,000 km, and Subaru parts 
and accessories installed by the dealer after the retail delivery of the vehicle for 12 months or 
20,000 km from the date of the installation.

The above information is an overview of warranty coverage and is not a warranty statement. If you wish to see more details 
regarding Subaru warranties, please refer to your Subaru warranty booklet, contact your local dealer or visit our Web site  
at subaru.ca.

Subaru C.A.R.E. (Customer Assistance for Roadside Emergencies)
The Subaru C.A.R.E. program (which is backed by the Canadian Automobile Association 
[CAA]) is offered free of charge for the first three years from date of purchase on every new 
Subaru vehicle or as part of a Subaru Protection Plan. As a Subaru C.A.R.E. member, you can 
count on fast, courteous emergency roadside assistance 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. You 
will receive a membership card and have access to a dedicated toll-free telephone number 
(in English or French), allowing you to take advantage of over 20,000 roadside assistance 
contractors and 1,000 CAA and American Automobile Association (AAA) offices throughout 
Canada and the United States. Ask your dealer for details or visit subaru.ca.

Subaru Canada, Inc. is proud to be the first vehicle manufacturer to have a direct relationship with CAA, giving our  
customers the benefit of CAA’s unparalleled level of experience and service.

Subaru Protection Plan
As a Subaru owner, you have expectations for a pleasurable, trouble-free ownership  
experience — now and into the future. Once your 36-month/60,000-km New Vehicle Limited 
Warranty period ends,* our Subaru Protection Plan (SPP) — the only vehicle service contract 
endorsed by Subaru Canada for Subaru vehicles — can prolong your hassle-free ownership 
experience with three levels of extended service contract coverage tailored to your needs: 
Powertrain Protection; Major Protection; or Complete Protection (best level of coverage to 
complement the 60-month/100,000-km Major Component Limited Warranty). SPP offers 
comprehensive mechanical and electrical coverage and a number of additional features and 
benefits, such as Roadside Assistance and Alternate Transportation, for up to 7 years or  
160,000 km from your vehicle’s in-service date. Whether your vehicle is purchased or leased,  
SPP protects you and your investment. Be sure to ask your dealer for details or visit subaru.ca.

*If you already own a Subaru vehicle and it is still within the 36-month/60,000-km New Vehicle Limited Warranty period,  
you are still eligible for SPP!



ENGINE
2.5i Convenience, 2.5i Sport Package,  
2.5i Limited Package 

Type 2.5L	Single	Overhead	Cam	(SOHC),	16-valve,	 
horizontally	opposed,	4-cylinder	SUBARU	BOXER	
engine,	Electronic	Throttle	Control	and	i-Active	 
Valve Lift System

Power 170	hp	@	5600	rpm

Torque 170	lb-ft	@	4000	rpm

PZEV emission equipment available on  
2.5i Convenience with PZEV Option.

3.6R, 3.6R Limited Package

Type 3.6L	Dual	Overhead	Cam	(DOHC),	24-valve,	 
horizontally	opposed,	6-cylinder	SUBARU	BOXER	
engine,	Electronic	Throttle	Control	and	Dual	
Active Valve Control System

Power 256	hp	@	6000	rpm

Torque 247	lb-ft	@	4400	rpm

Outback models meet Low Emission Vehicle (LEV2) standards.

MEASUREMENTS (Measurements based on entry models) 2.5i Convenience 3.6R

Curb weight: Manual transmission (kg) 1542 –

Curb weight: Automatic transmission (kg) 1591 1648

Towing capacity: Maximum weight (kg) with trailer brakes† 1227 1363

Length (mm) 4780 4780

Width (mm) with mirrors 2050 2050

Height	(mm)	with	roof	rails 1670 1670

Wheelbase (mm) 2740 2740

Minimum ground clearance (at curb weight) (mm) 220 220

Steering: Minimum turning circle (curb-to-curb) (m) 11.2 11.2

Headroom:	Front/rear	(mm) 1036	(982*)	/	999 982	/	999

Legroom: Front/rear (mm) 1091	/	960 1091	/	960

EPA	passenger	volume	(L) 2984 2899

Cargo area: Cargo volume (seats up) (L) 972 972

Cargo area: Cargo volume (seats folded flat) (L) 2019 2019

Cargo area: Floor length (seats folded flat) (mm) 1790 1790

Cargo area: Floor length (seats up) (mm) 1045 1045

Cargo	area:	Height	(mm) 739 739

Cargo area: Width between wheel wells (mm) 1090 1090

†Please	review	Owner’s	Manual	for	details.	*Sunroof	equipped	models.

2011	OUTBACK	SPECIFICATIONS



CHASSIS
• • Brakes: Anti-lock Braking System with Electronic	

Brake-force	Distribution	(EBD)

• • Brakes: Brake Assist

• • Brakes:	Electronic	parking	brake

• – Brakes	(front):	Ventilated	discs	(294	x	24	mm),	 
dual-piston calipers

– • Brakes	(front):	Ventilated	discs	(316	x	30	mm),	 
dual-piston calipers

• – Brakes	(rear):	Solid	discs	(286	x	10	mm),	 
single-piston calipers

– • Brakes	(rear):	Ventilated	discs	(290	x	18	mm),	 
single-piston calipers

• • Hill	Holder	system:	Driver-selectable

• • Structure: Advanced ring-shaped reinforcement frame

• • Structure:	Dual,	side-impact	door	beams	(front	and	rear)

• • Suspension:	4-wheel	fully	independent

• • Suspension (front): MacPherson strut

• • Suspension	(rear):	Double-wishbone

TRANSMISSION AND DRIVETRAIN

2.5i Convenience, 2.5i Sport Package

Standard 6-speed	Manual	Transmission	(6MT)
Viscous-coupling limited-slip centre differential

Optional Lineartronic® CVT (Continuously Variable 
Transmission) with manual mode and  
paddle shift controls

Electronically	controlled	multi-plate	transfer	clutch

2.5i Limited Package

Standard Lineartronic CVT (Continuously Variable 
Transmission) with manual mode and  
paddle shift controls

Electronically	controlled	multi-plate	transfer	clutch

3.6R, 3.6R Limited Package

Standard 5-speed	Electronic	Direct	Control	Automatic	
Transmission	with	Manual	Mode	(5EAT)	and 
paddle shift controls

Variable	Torque	Distribution	(VTD)
Blipping control

All models are equipped with a Subaru  
symmetrical full-time All-Wheel Drive system.

FUEL ECONOMY

2.5i Convenience, 2.5i Sport Package

6MT City	10.6	/	Hwy	7.4		(L/100	km)

CVT City	9.5	/	Hwy	6.9		(L/100	km)

Recommended minimum octane: 87

2.5i Limited Package

CVT City	9.5	/	Hwy	6.9		(L/100	km)

Recommended minimum octane: 87

3.6R, 3.6R Limited Package

5EAT City	11.8	/	Hwy	8.2		(L/100	km)

Recommended minimum octane: 87

EXTERIOR
sp – Bumper: Front underguard

• • Door	mirrors:	Power-adjustable,	foldable	and	heated	
(body colour)

lp lp Door	sill:	Brushed	aluminum	(front	doors)

• – Exhaust:	Single	muffler,	single	outlet	tip	(hidden	type)

– • Exhaust:	Twin	mufflers,	single	outlet	tips	(hidden	type)

• • Fog lights: Multi-reflector halogen

• • Headlights:	Fully	automatic

• • Headlights:	Contoured	multi-reflector	halogen	 
(high beam)

• • Headlights:	Projector	beam	halogen	(low	beam)

sp/ 
lp

• Sunroof: Glass, power tilting and sliding with sunshade

• • Roof rack: Raised-profile roof rails with integrated  
swing-in-place crossbars

• • Splash guards

• • Spoiler: Roofline, integrated brake light

• • Tires:	225/60	R17	98T	Continental	ContiProContactTM

M+S All-Season

• • Wheels: 17" x 7"	aluminum	alloy,	6-spoke	design

• • Windows: Privacy tinted glass (rear doors and cargo area)

sp/ 
lp

• Windshield: Wiper de-icer (integrated)

• • Wipers (windshield): Variable intermittent with washer

• • Wiper (rear window): Intermittent and continuous mode 
with washer

2.5i Convenience 
3.6R	

SAFETY AND SECURITY (continued)

• • Seatbelts (rear): 3-point, all seating positions (ALR)

• • Security: Anti-theft system and engine immobilizer system

• • Security:	Keyless	entry	system	with	panic	alarm	 
(separate door and cargo access controls)

• • Traction Control System

• • Vehicle	Dynamics	Control	system	with	lateral-g	and	 
yaw-rate sensor

SAFETY AND SECURITY
• • Airbags	(SRS):	Driver	dual-stage	deployment	with	 

seat position sensor

• • Airbags (SRS): Front passenger dual-stage deployment 
with occupant detection system

• • Airbags (SRS): Front seat side-impact

• • Airbags (SRS): Side curtain with rollover sensor

• • Child safety: Rear door locking system

• • Child	safety:	Rear	seat	ISO-FIX/LATCH	anchor	system

• • Head	restraints	(front):	Height-adjustable

• • Head	restraints	(rear):	Removable	and	height-adjustable

• • Seats (front): Whiplash-reducing

• • Seatbelts	(front):	3-point	height-adjustable	with	 
pretensioners and load limiters  
(Driver	-	ELR	/	Passenger	-	ALR)	

2.5i Convenience 
3.6R	2011 OUTBACK



AUDIO AND TECHNOLOGY
• • Audio	system:	AM/FM/CD/MP3/WMA

lp lp Audio	system:	Premium	AM/FM/6CD/MP3/WMA

lp lp Amplifier:	440-watt,	8-channel	Harman	Kardon® with 
Digital	Signal	Processing	(DSP)

• • Antenna: In-glass integrated

• • Audio controls: Illuminated, steering wheel integrated

• • Auxiliary input: Audio source in armrest console

• • blueconnect® Bluetooth® hands-free system  
(voice-activated)

sp/ 
lp

• MediaHub:	iPod®/USB audio integration

lp lp Multimedia Option (see Limited Package on reverse for 
full list of included features) 

• – Satellite	radio:	Pre-wired	(dealer	accessory	required)

sp/ 
lp

• Satellite radio: SIRIUS® Satellite Radio installed  
(free 3-month trial subscription included)

• • Speakers:	4-speaker	system

lp lp Speakers:	9-speaker	Harman	Kardon	system,	 
including subwoofer

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
• • Armrest (front): With console storage

• • Climate control: Air conditioning with air filtration

lp lp Climate control: Automatic, dual-zone with  
synchronize button

• • Cruise control: Steering wheel integrated

• • Cup holders (front): Console integrated (2)

• • Glove box: Lockable and illuminated

• • Ignition key ring: Illuminated

• • Light: Front door courtesy lights, interior dome with  
off delay and map spotlights

• • Power outlet: 12V in armrest console and in dash

sp/ 
lp

• Rearview mirror: Auto-dimming with compass

• • Remote	starter:	Pre-wired	(accessory	kit	required)	 
(5EAT	and	CVT	only)

• • Steering	wheel:	Tilt-adjustable,	telescopic

• • Storage:	Door	compartments

• • Storage: Overhead compartment

• • Storage: Passenger seatback pocket

• • Visor:	Dual,	with	extensions	and	illuminated	mirrors

• – Windows	(power):	Driver’s	window	auto	down

sp/ 
lp

• Windows	(power):	Driver’s	window	auto	up/down 
with illuminated switches

SEATING AND TRIM
• • Accents/trim: Aluminum finish

lp lp Accents/trim: Woodgrain

• • Floor mats: Carpet

• • Interior: Premium cloth upholstery

lp lp Interior: Perforated leather seating surfaces

sp – Gear	selector:	Leather-wrapped	(6MT)

• • Seat	(driver’s):	10-way	power-adjustable	including	 
lumbar support

• • Seat	(front):	Passenger,	4-way	manually	adjustable

lp lp Seat	(front):	Passenger,	4-way	power-adjustable

• • Seats	(front):	Heated	with	high/low	level	settings

• • Seats	(rear):	60/40-split,	flat-folding

• • Seats (rear): Reclining

• • Seats (rear): Folding centre armrest with cup holders

sp/ 
lp

• Steering wheel: Leather-wrapped

For complete specification information, please visit our Web site at www.subaru.ca.

	• standard
SP Sport Package
LP Limited Package

INSTRUMENTS
• • Gauges: Analog with white illuminated needles and  

full needle sweep on start-up

• • Gauges: Sport design with metallic trim

• • Information display: Clock, ambient temperature,  
driving range, fuel economy (average and real time) 

• • Instrument panel: Coolant temperature indicator

• • Instrument	panel:	ECO	gauge

• • Instrument panel: Fuel gauge with low fuel warning  
light and fuel door location indicator

• • Instrument	panel:	LCD	display	with	gear	position	
indicator,	dual	trip	odometers,	door	ajar	indicator,	 
cruise set display

• • Instrument panel: Low oil level warning indicator

• • Instrument panel: Low windshield washer fluid warning 
light indicator

2.5i Convenience 
3.6R	

2.5i Convenience 
3.6R	

2.5i Convenience 
3.6R

CARGO AREA
• • Cargo cover: Retractable

• • Cargo	tie-down	hooks,	chrome	(4)

sp/ 
lp

• Cargo tray / protective mat

• • Light: Cargo area

• • Power outlet: 12V

• • Storage: Sub-floor compartment

• • Utility hooks (2)

Outback PZEV meets Partial Zero Emission Vehicle (PZEV) standards.

PZEV OPTION:  
Available on 2.5i Convenience (Lineartronic CVT) only

•	PZEV	emissions	equipment

•	PZEV	rear	badge

•	PZEV	embroidered	floor	mats
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The Supplemental Restraint System (SRS airbags) affords the driver and passenger additional protection in some collisions. This system provides supplemental protection only, and seatbelts must be worn in order to avoid 
injuries to out-of-position occupants upon airbag deployment. The combination of SRS and seatbelts provides the best protection in a serious accident. All illustrations, specifications, features and photographs contained in this 
brochure are based on product information available at the time of its printing, and may not be completely accurate following its publication. Colours shown may vary due to reproduction variations in the printing process. Subaru 
Canada, Inc. reserves the right to discontinue or make changes at any time, without notice or incurring obligations, to colours, materials, equipment, accessories, features, specifications and models, or to change their prices. 
Please visit our Web site for the latest information and specifications. For complete details on product updates, warranties or the Subaru C.A.R.E. program, please contact your Subaru dealer. Outback, Lineartronic, Subaru and 
SUBARU BOXER are registered trademarks. blueconnect is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Continental is a registered trademark of Continental Tire North 
America, Inc. Harman Kardon is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. iPod is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. SIRIUS and related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. Printed in Canada.  
© 2010 Subaru Canada, Inc. 2011 model year.
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3.6R
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Package

Caramel Bronze Pearl IC IC IL IC IL

Crystal Black Silica BC BC BL / IL BC BL / IL

Cypress Green Pearl IC IC IL IC IL

Graphite Grey Metallic BC BC BL BC BL

Ruby Red Pearl BC BC BL BC BL

Satin White Pearl BC BC BL BC BL

Sky Blue Metallic BC BC BL BC BL

Steel Silver Metallic BC BC BL BC BL

BC  Black Cloth    IC  Ivory Cloth    BL  Black Leather    IL  Ivory Leather

Ivory ClothBlack LeatherBlack Cloth

Sky Blue Metallic Steel Silver MetallicSatin White PearlRuby Red Pearl

Graphite Grey MetallicCypress Green PearlCrystal Black SilicaCaramel Bronze Pearl

AVAILABLE COLOURS
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SBO11ESPEC

Environmental Management System (EMS) ISO 14001:2004 certified by SGS.
Brochure is printed on 100% chlorine-free bleached pulp (TCF), contains up to 

30% pre-consumer recycled fibre and uses UV cured inks that are VOC (Volatile 
Organic Compound) free to be fully recyclable with no harmful residue.

www.subaru-earth.com

SPORT PACKAGE:  
Available on 2.5i Convenience

•	Front	bumper	underguard

•	Power	tilting	and	sliding	glass	sunroof

•	Windshield	wiper	de-icer

•	SIRIUS	Satellite	Radio	installed	 
 (free 3-month trial subscription included)

•	MediaHub	for	iPod/USB	audio	integration

•	Auto-dimming	rearview	mirror	with	compass

•	Power	windows	with	illuminated	switches		
 (driver’s auto up/down)

•	Leather-wrapped	gear	selector	(6MT)	and	 
 steering wheel

•	Cargo	area	tray

•	Power	tilting	and	sliding	glass	sunroof*

•	Windshield	wiper	de-icer*

•	SIRIUS	Satellite	Radio	installed	(free	3-month		
	 trial	subscription	included)*

•	MediaHub	for	iPod/USB	audio	integration*

•	Auto-dimming	rearview	mirror	with	compass*

•	Power	windows	with	illuminated	switches		
	 (driver’s	auto	up/down)*

•	Leather-wrapped	steering	wheel*

•	Premium	AM/FM/6CD/MP3/WMA	audio	system

•	440-watt	Harman	Kardon	amplifier

 
 
 

•	9-speaker	Harman	Kardon	system	 
 including subwoofer

•	Automatic	dual-zone	climate	control

•	4-way	power-adjustable	front	passenger	seat

•	Woodgrain	interior	trim

•	Brushed	aluminum	front	door	sills

•	Cargo	area	tray*	

•	Perforated	leather	seating	surfaces

•	AM/FM/CD/MP3/WMA	audio	system

•	Voice-activated	Bluetooth	hands-free	system

•	Bluetooth	streaming	audio

•	Rear-view	camera

•	DVD	playback†

•	Voice-activated	GPS	DVD-based	 
 navigation system

•	Monitor	system	featuring	a	colour	touchscreen		
 with calculator and calendar

MULTIMEDIA OPTION:   
(optional with Limited Package)

LIMITED PACKAGE:  
Available	on	2.5i	Convenience	(Lineartronic	CVT	only)	and	3.6R	(5EAT)

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

*Selected features standard on 3.6R. †Please review Owner’s Manual for details.
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The Supplemental Restraint System (SRS airbags) affords the driver and passenger additional protection in some collisions. This system provides supplemental protection only, and seatbelts must be worn in order to avoid injuries to out-of-position occupants upon airbag 
deployment. The combination of SRS and seatbelts provides the best protection in a serious accident. All illustrations, specifications, features and photographs contained in this brochure are based on product information available at the time of its printing, and may not 
be completely accurate following its publication. Colours shown may vary due to reproduction variations in the printing process, and some vehicle parts cannot be shown in certain photographs. Subaru Canada, Inc. reserves the right to discontinue or make changes at 
any time, without notice or incurring obligations, to colours, materials, equipment, accessories, features, specifications and models, or to change their prices. Some models shown may be from international markets and are not available in Canada, or they may be shown 
with equipment or accessories that are optional (at extra cost) or only available in certain combinations, or they may be subject to product delays or not be available in Canada. Please visit our Web site for the latest information and specifications. For complete details on 
product updates, warranties or the Subaru C.A.R.E. program, please contact your Subaru Dealer. Outback, Lineartronic, Subaru, SUBARU BOXER, Subaru C.A.R.E. and Subaru C.A.R.E. Customer Assistance for Roadside Emergencies are registered trademarks. blueconnect 
is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Harman Kardon is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. HomeLink is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. iPod is a registered 
trademark of Apple, Inc. SIRIUS and related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. SmartWay is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Printed in Canada. © 2010 Subaru Canada, Inc. 2011 model year.

This brochure is printed on 100% chlorine-free bleached pulp (TCF), 
contains up to 30% recycled fibre and 70% pre-consumer waste and 
uses vegetable-based inks to be fully recyclable with no harmful 
residue. Please recycle.
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